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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 
Day Three Jidori Sesshin,  August 5, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

Mumonkan Case One: Joshu and the Puppy 

 

Mumon’s Comment 

 You know it for yourself alone.  Suddenly “mu” breaks open.  The heavens are astonished.  

The earth is shaken. It is as though you have snatched the great sword of General Kan. Meeting the 

Buddha, you kill the Buddha. Meeting a patriarch, you kill the patriarch. On the very cliff-edge of life 

and death, you find the great freedom. Within the six realms and the four modes of birth, you do the 

samadhi of play and joy. How then should you practice? Exhaust every bit of your daily life’s energy in 

grasping this one character, “mu.” If you strive unceasingly a single spark from the dharma candle will 

become the true manifestation. 

 

 Yesterday I spoke about the process of growth and I said that as wisdom grows inevitably a 

stage will be reached in which that wisdom comes to think "Aren't I exactly equal to mother and father, 

isn't everything equal"?    And Tathagata Zen says that's fine, that isn't a bad thing,  but if you get 

stuck there, than you will begin to cause troubles for everybody.   

 It's just the same as having the thought that we all have an equal right to live, and so in order to 

live we can do whatever we want, whatever we need to do.  Actually we warn you and say that this 

kind of thinking is not the true wisdom into what everything being equal really means. Buddhism 

says that if you manifest true love than undoubtedly after that manifestation you will be reborn, you 

will be resurrected.  And in what way are you then reborn?  Up until then in your previous 

existences you had always only been standing up in a world where subject and object were in 

opposition to each other.  But we say if you can truly manifest true love, then after that manifestation 

a new self will be born.  You and your lover will both manifest new selves.  And it is when that new 

self is reborn that for the first time you can know what true love is.   
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 And as I've been telling you, we can call the "manifestation of true love" the manifestation of 

the true dharmakaya or the manifestation of true God.  The self that has experienced God, that has 

experienced the dharmakaya, is the manifestation of a self that doesn't need to know anything.  And 

that kind of self manifestation, the manifestation of self as dharmakaya, is also called in Buddhism the 

manifestation of perfect wisdom.  That's what is meant by prajna, by hannya.   

  But what kind of a self is it that is reborn?  It is the “I am” self.  You and your lover 

both together manifest an  "I am self" that now knows the worlds of past, present and future.  And 

this "I am self", clearly manifests the wisdom that knows that he is his lover, that she is her lover.   

      The place in the text where Mumon says, "naturally inside and outside in one blow become 

one, unify", that is where he is describing this manifestation of God, this manifestation of the 

dharmakaya, and when that manifestation bursts apart, right in the world of dharma, past, present and 

future are manifest. 

      And of course the world that the so called "I am self" is living in is the world of the present.  

And all your brothers and sisters, all your friends and your lovers are living in the present aspect of 

time with you.  And when that self is born, simultaneously, right together with that birth, mother and 

father are also born.  But if you cannot manifest the wisdom that knows that when you appear, your 

lover appears right together with you, and your mother and father also appear right together at the 

same time with you then sometime in the future you will meet up with a situation that will bring you to 

tears of sadness.   

    The world of the future exists facing the world of the present, and having all mothers living in it.  

All fathers are existing in the world of the past.  So all the mothers are in the future, all the fathers are 

in the past, and we are here in the present together with our brothers and sisters and friends and 

lovers.   

 Mumon says "it bursts open, it explodes and heaven and earth are astonished and startled and 

shaken."  That wisdom that astonishes heaven and shakes earth is the wisdom that you have been 

manifest right together with your mother and father.  And this new self that is born here although up 
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until this point it had been nurtured by its mother and father, now conversely it gives rise to a great 

strong will, that now it's its turn to help mother and father, it gives rise to a great will to live. 

      What I'm saying, is that if you don't have that strong will, if you act in a way such as young 

lovers do, thinking that nothing else is important, the only thing that's important is their own 

happiness and joy, then looking into your future, we can see a very confused, unhappy, and distressing 

situation. 

      This strong will arises that I said is a will which is the converse of being cared for by your 

parents, it is the will in order to care for your parents, and in Buddhism we call that great strong will, 

bodaishin, bodhicitta.  It's the strong will to live a life of true love, to live true love.   

      And then Mumon gives an example, a metaphor for the arising of this strong will.  He says  

"It is just like stealing away, snatching away the great sword of General Kan, and diving into the 

enemy.”  General Kan was a famous General, a famous warrior, of the Tang dynasty.   And there are 

a lot of things written about him but they're not really that important.  What's important for you to 

understand from this example is that the true path of human life is this strong bodhicitta, this strong 

will to manifest to true love.  This strong will to help, to rescue all suffering people equally is very 

similar to the strong will of a great general.                                   

  So, if you read this example and wonder, “Why is he talking about General Kan, someone who 

slaughtered lots of people, that doesn't sound right,” then you're thinking about it in the wrong way.  

The reason Mumon is bringing up General Kan is because of the incredibly strong will that this general 

had.  He is pointing to the strength of his will. 

      What Mumon is saying is that when you catch the strong will to live a life of true love 

then you will have the will to steal away people’s trivial worthless thinking in order to nurture them to 

have true love themselves.   

      But young people have very strong egos, and even if you try to teach them about true love, 

they resist it, and your teaching backfires, and they get angry, and they walk off and do whatever they 

want to do anyway. 
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      Be careful, as I just said, because even if you're trying to teach the path of true love, young 

people, because they have their egotistical perspective, will take it in the wrong way, and your 

teaching will backfire, and they'll end up walking a mistaken path. 

      If you are someone who has manifested true love and in this example General Kan has 

manifested true love, then undoubtedly you will manifest the new self who leads people to learning 

true love. 

      And then the next thing that Mumon says he takes from Rinzai, and this is a very awesome 

example that he gives, but also easy to misunderstand.  "Meeting the Buddha, you kill the Buddha, 

meeting a patriarch, you kill the patriarch, on the very cliff edge of life and death you find the great 

freedom."  He's saying a very awesome thing, he's saying that if you want to talk about God when you 

meet God, kill God.  And if you read the text and it says if you meet the patriarchs, you kill the 

patriarchs, if you understand that to mean if you meet you mother and your father, that you kill your 

mother and your father, that isn't a mistake. 

      And this is something that Rinzai said and made famous so I want to explain it so that all of you 

really understand it.  First of all, you have to remember that whenever you say God, Buddha, the 

patriarchs, of course you have an "I am self", that is saying that when you say it.   And so what 

Mumon is saying is that, the situation in which you have an “I am” self who is speaking is a situation in 

which you are separate from God, the Buddha, the patriarchs.  When you experience God, experience 

the Buddha then you are manifesting true love.  When you are manifesting true love with your lover 

then you and your lover are both gone.  And when you manifest true love, God and Buddha also 

completely have disappeared.  If you can't manifest the wisdom that clearly knows this than you can't 

be said to know love.   

 When your “I am self” is manifest as true love, as the activity of true love, then God, Buddha, 

who were in the world of objects to you have disappeared.   

 We also call the manifestation of true love, the manifestation of one true nature.  And in 

Tathagata Zen we also call that samadhi.  The manifestation of zero.  Whenever true love is 
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manifest, always that is the manifestation of zero.  That is the conclusion.  Of course, at those times 

the “ I am self” is gone. 

 But, even though you are doing true love, if you don’t understand this principle, even though 

you are actually experiencing this, if you don’t have the wisdom that knows this principle, your an 

idiot! 

 When the state of true love breaks open,  when samadhi breaks open, then the imperfect self 

appears.  And what he’s saying here is, that immediately in those cases, your lover, God, has 

appeared as  an object.  When they appear as objects, you are appearing as an imperfect self.   

 But Mumon says that if  you are the kind of person that has truly won the wisdom of true love 

for yourself, than you don’t stand up in this position of the “I am” self,  from the point of view of zero, 

and from that position you see God and your lover. This self is an “I am self”, but it isn’t tied up by 

being an “I am self”,  it is doing the activity of correct wisdom.  Rinzai says that this “I am self”, isn’t 

attached to itself, it is seeing things from the perspective of zero.  And so, it sees God, it sees its lover, 

not as objects, it sees God and its beloved as “itself”.  What Rinzai says is that you can say that your 

lover and God are objects, but they aren’t really objects in this case, they’re seen as “yourself”.   

 Zen isn’t a teaching that says that love is bad.  Zen teaches the activity of true love.  But, we 

do warn you and say that if you don’t manifest the wisdom that sees your lover as yourself, then you 

are just drowned in selfish love, then you’re just submerged in the greedy love of youth.  So, be 

careful. 

 “On the very cliff edge of life and death you find the great freedom.”  Now what about these 

opposing activities of life and death?  Now we are always being tied up by life and death, and from 

that perspective thinking good and bad, thinking that we like something and dislike something else. 

 The activity of living can be said to be the male activity and the activity of dying can be said to 

be the female activity. 

 But when the life activity and the death activity become one that’s zero.  When you manifest 

zero then you become free from living and dying, free from man and woman.  And this is the great 
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freedom that Rinzai is talking about. 

 And the teaching of Rinzai is that even for people who cannot manifest the wisdom of living 

true love, even for people who are just at the stage where they want to live within love, within being 

loved , even those people will undoubtedly end up winning the wisdom of living true love, that means 

manifesting true love for themselves. 

 When you manifest true love, then you have experienced completely transcending the 

opposing activities of living and dying.   

 This is very difficult to really understand.  What you need to do is in zazen contemplate this 

over and over again, and if you contemplate the teisho on this over and over again, then unfailingly the 

wisdom will arise for you that you must live true love. 

 And the manifestation of true love will break open and the “I am self” appears.  And that “I am 

self” is the imperfect self.  But Buddhism says that the imperfect “I am self” will inevitably come to 

understand that she must live true love.  In other words she will understand that she must do the 

activity of compassion talked about in Buddhism. 

 But I don’t really have time to talk more about that, even though I want to, because I have to go 

on to this next part, which is, “within the six realms and four modes of birth you do the samadhi of play 

and joy.” And the six realms are the realms of the  hell realm, the ghost realm, the beasts, the 

humans, the titans, and the devas.  And the four modes of birth are, womb, and egg, and moisture, 

and metamorphosis.  But that doesn’t really matter at all.  What he’s saying is that all human beings 

are suffering in these realms, and you are right together with them, suffering and being joyful with 

them. 

 In Buddhism compassion means manifesting for yourself true love.  When you manifest true 

love, that is compassion.  And within Buddhist compassion, there are two activities of compassion, 

but both those compassion activities appear in the same way. 

 And I should talk more about that, but since we’re running out of time for today, I’ll just leave it 

at that. 
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 What he’s saying is that when you open up your eyes to the wisdom of living true love, than 

whether you’re facing a person who must do the activity of living, or facing a person who must do the 

activity of dying, in the same way you manifest true love with them, in the same way you make 

relationship with them, in the same way you suffer with them and are joyful with them. 

 But right now your “I am” is standing up in the present.   

 Mumon is looking right at you, and asking you, “You are in the world of the present, you are 

doing the activity of the present, so that self that is doing the present moment activity, what should 

you do?”  Looking at the future how should you manifest yourself?  Looking at the past how should 

you manifest yourself? 

 If you are striving to live the life of true love,  if you want to live love you will most definitely 

have these questions of, “How should I manifest myself facing the future?  And how should I manifest 

myself facing the past?  You will not be permitted to just think, “It is enough for just you and me to 

love each other by ourselves alone.” 

 Mumon says, “Exhaust every bit of your daily life’s energy in grasping, in practicing this one 

character ‘Mu.”  The “I am” self is the imperfect self.  But when that imperfect “I am” self makes all 

of plus and minus, all of living and dying its content then unfailingly the perfect self is manifest. 

 But if you think, “Isn’t it okay to only do the living activity?  I don’t really like the dying activity 

very much, so it must not be necessary to make it my content.  Can’t I just stay with the living activity 

only?”  Then, if you are thinking that way, no matter how much time passes you will still be 

manifesting the imperfect self.  True love only is born when you make both of the opposite activities, 

both living and dying totally your content.  It is only when you make both man and woman, both 

expanding and contracting equally and completely your content that zero is manifest, that the 

condition of perfection is manifest. 

 And when Joshu said “Mu” that is what he was singing.  He was talking about the condition of 

zero.  In Buddhism we do call that condition zero, but we also call it the activity of emptiness, 

shunyata.  Mu is a condition that is thinner than the thinnest strand of hair, smaller than a sesame 
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seed.  You can think of it in many ways, but it is the condition in which your ego, your imperfect self 

has all together vanished.  When you think about the activity of emptiness I imagine you all think that 

means there is nothing there.  And that is true.  There is nothing there.  But the activity of 

emptiness is when you, your imperfect self, manifests itself perfectly, and through that disappears.     

 I know I am saying the same thing over and over again, but when you do manifest your self as 

emptiness, and then are reborn from that experience the self that is reborn is an “I am” self in the 

ordinary sense, but that “I am” self has the wisdom that knows that it is the activity of emptiness.   

 The “I am” self appears, but then immediately she thinks that she must again do the activity of 

zero. 

 Mumon is simply repeating over and over again that the “I am” self manifests itself as zero, but 

then again it is born from that manifestation of zero.  That is the repetitive activity that we do.  And 

so Mumon says that if you can do this repetitive activity without any ceasing, without any breaks that 

is good.  What he is telling you is that the reality is that you are repeating the manifestation of the 

imperfect self and the perfect self.  First the imperfect self, and  next the perfect self, and next the 

imperfect self again, over and over again.  And so you have to carefully contemplate that is the 

reality.   

 He is warning you that if you get drowned in love, obsessed by love, then you get stuck, you get 

attached, and you become incapable of manifesting true love.  But even though I say all of this I think 

it is fair to say that almost no one, especially young people, do open up their eyes to the truth of the 

necessity to manifest true love. 

 But Mumon says that if you can do this activity without cease of manifesting first the imperfect 

self and then the perfect self over and over again, then that is a really good thing.  Of course that is 

the Dharma activity.  The Dharma activity is just like this, repeating living and dying over and over.  

And in that process of repeating life and death the “I am” self is manifest, and also the condition of 

God, the condition of true love is manifest.  Every single day we are doing the activities of living and 

dying, and within the process of this repetition every single day we are experiencing meeting God, and 
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also experiencing the “I am” self being born.  

 And Mumon says this is just like the Dharma candle being lit by a single spark.  When you put 

a match to a candle “Huh!” at once the world of darkness has been changed into the world of 

brightness.  However, there is a limit to the light that candle can give.  When the candle is 

completely used up the world of darkness comes again.  Then another new candle is needed.  And 

Mumon asks, “Do you understand this principle?”  Mumon is saying that our very way of being is just 

like a candle that has been lit.  You are candle, but he is saying, you have to light the candle!   

 And when you light the candle that light cooperates with the candle.  It is stuck to the candle.  

It attaches to the candle.  It will burn bright depending on the candle all the way until the candle is 

burned up.   The fire depends upon the candle, and the candle does not complain about anything.  

It doesn’t day, “This is too hot for me!”  It completely gives its entire body to the fire.  And this 

relationship between fire and candle manifests the world of brightness and light.  You need to 

carefully contemplate this for yourselves.  The fire of brightness needs the candle in order to burn 

bright.  It must receive the candle.  And the candle gives itself completely to the activity of fire.  

Together they are manifesting the world of brightness and light.   

 This is a situation in which they both are attached to each other.  People think that 

attachment is bad, but in this case attachment means the activities of giving and receiving, of life and 

death are being done between the two in mutual cooperation, and through that the perfect self is 

manifest.   

 And this situation of both fire and candle, together, giving and receiving freely back and forth 

with each other is described by Mumon in his concluding word “Jaku 着.”  This word is interpreted in 

many different ways in many different books, and probably usually not in the way I just interpreted it.  

But in the Zen I learned this word “jaku” means the jaku of attachment “shujaku 執着”.  It means the 

two are attached to each other.  It is not good to attach.  But this attachment is an attachment that 

isn’t stuck, is not fixated, is not stopped.  This attachment is the activity of giving and receiving 

simultaneously.  This kind of attachment is the relationship between the candle and the fire.  The 
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candle gives itself freely to the fire, and the fire eats up the candle.  And through this, simultaneously, 

they both emit brightness and light.   

 Our human lives are made of the relationship between giving and receiving.  When the 

contracting activity gives then the expanding activity receives that embrace.  And oppositely when 

the expanding activity gives then the contracting activity lets that expanding in to itself.  Always the 

two are helping each other.  That is the manifestation of true love.   

 But we caution you.  Be careful to remember that when you are thinking that love is a good 

thing, when you are thinking how wonderful a thing the manifestation of true love is, then you are 

manifesting an imperfect activity of consciousness, and so this is not true love itself.   

 

終 

 

the end 


